JULY THREE, MM SIX THREE NINE DASH S ADVISED HE HAD CONVERSED WITH SUBJECT WHO CLAIMED, ALTHOUGH HIS PLANS HAD BEEN DISRUPTED DURING PAST WEEKEND, THAT HE NEVERTHELESS HAD BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN MAKING A LANDING AS REPORTED. ON EVENING JULY TWO, CUSTOMS OBSERVED BOAT "Q DASH USA," PROPERTY OF PEDRO DIAZ LANZ, DEPARTING FROM MIAMI. VESSEL WAS INTERCEPTED BY COAST GUARD, AND SUBSEQUENTLY SEARCHED BY CUSTOMS. NOTHING PERTINENT FOUND ON BOARD. DIAZ LANZ CLAIMED HE WAS DOING "FISHING".

IN VIEW OF ABOVE EVENTS, IT APPEARS POSSIBLE THE GROUP ON ANGUILLA CAY WAS RELATED TO SUBJECT-S OPERATION. MM SIX THREE NINE DASH S BELIEVES THAT SUBJECT HAS NOT MADE A SUCCESSFUL LANDING AS CLAIMED, BUT HAS RELEASED FALSE REPORTS TO NEWSPAPERS FOR PURPOSE OF PERSONAL PUBLICITY. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION REFLECTS SUBJECT-S PRIME OBJECTIVE HAS BEEN TO OBTAIN NEWSPAPER PUBLICITY FOR HIMSELF. END PAGE FOUR